
 
 
Perfect Tee Supply List 
BEGINNING LEVEL: You know how to use your serger for various stitches, and 
you can cut out and sew a commercial pattern. 
Teacher: Edie Kemp 
edie@sewaustin.com 
 
Because this is only a three hour class, you must know to thread and use your 
serger for a cover stitch and a four-thread overlock.  There is no time for 
training.  Please bring your serger to class ALREADY THREADED with a 4-
Thread Overlock Stitch and be ready to sew.  If you don’t have a cover stitch 
on your machine, please bring a stretch twin needle, either 2.5 or 4.0 mm and 
your sewing machine, with two spools of matching thread and a pre-wound 
bobbin. 
 
Please use this checklist to make sure you have everything you’ll need to have 
a successful class.  We are not always able to supply machine accessories or 
supplies if you forget yours. 
 

* Serger, with cover stitch (opt.) and four-thread overlock 
capability in good working order, with tweezers, needle 
threader and all std. accessories, foot control and cord 

* If your serger doesn’t have a cover stitch, bring your 
sewing machine and a 2.5 or 4.0 Stretch Twin Needle, 
one spool of all purpose thread to match your fabric 
and two bobbins wound off. 

* Scissors, fine sharp pins, measuring and marking tools 
* If applicable, a 5/8” or 1” Downturn Feller attachment 

for Baby Lock sergers is very helpful 
* 80/12 SUK (ball point) needles in correct system for 

your serger  



* Kwik Sew 3766 Misses or Kwik Sew 3878 Men’s 
pattern (Included in class fee) 

* Cotton or Cotton blend knit fabric per yardage on 
pattern, prewashed and pressed.  Do not buy slinky, 
slippery or very thin knit.  Get a good quality jersey or 
interlock knit. 

* Four spools overlock thread to match fabric 
* Collins Stay Tape or 3/8” Clear Elastic 
* Washable fabric marker that will show on your fabric 
* Seam sealant 
* Havel’s double eyed needles, OR 
* Dritz loop turner 
* Rotary cutter  
* Bosal Create-a-Pattern tracing material (if you don’t 

want to cut up your pattern) 
* (opt.) Nancy Zeiman’s Pattern Fitting with Confidence 

book 
 
Prep work to be done BEFORE CLASS: 
Accurately cut out paper pattern pieces (front, back, 
sleeve, and neckline band) - - not fabric, in the size 
closest to your bust/chest measurement before class. 
Mark each piece with your name or init ials. 
 
 
The above supplies marked with a star (*) are available from Sew Much More.  
Notions purchased for class are available with a 15% discount. 
 
Please arrive 10 to 15 minutes early to set up your machine so 
class can start on time.  If you have any questions, please call 512-452-
3166.  Thank you! 
 
 


